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best guarantee for keeping an air space pure and whole¬ 
some—a point of no small importance, since latterly a 
lower standard has been advocated. He recognises the 
importance of investigating the micro-organisms in air, 
but states “ that our knowledge of this science and of the 
nature of the organisms is too recent to allow us to lay 
down any fixed rules for judging of what are dangerous 
characteristics of air in wards measured by this stan¬ 
dard.” This is no doubt true up to a certain point, but 

the Ratio as pointed out by Carnelly and 
Moulds 

Haldane (Philosophical Transactions of the Royal 
Society, 1887), should not be overlooked in investigations 
on this point. 

The chapters on warming and lighting are complete 
monographs on these subjects, as we might expect 
from the distinguished author who has made them his 
special study. 

In discussing the various methods of ventilation which 
have been applied to hospitals, is mentioned the mechan¬ 
ical extraction of air as practised by propulsion. This 
plan has never found favour in England, but has been 
introduced into some continental hospitals. We note 
that on several occasions when three of the most im¬ 
portant hospitals were visited in Europe and the United 
States, in which ventilation depended on propulsion, on 
every occasion the propulsion happened to be out of use 
for the time ; in some cases evidently with the object of 
saving the expense of fuel! 

The latter chapters are devoted to the consideration of 
the ward unit and the administration buildings. Every 
detail has been most carefully noted, and the closest 
criticism fails to find an omission. The rules are laid 
down with a simplicity and clearness which render it very 
difficult to notice them without quoting them in detail, 
and the plans which accompany the letter-press show at a 
glance the principles which should be followed. 

We regret that the writer has not entered more fully 
into the question connected with isolation hospitals for 
infectious diseases. No plan is given of any such 
hospital, although mention is made of the Local Govern¬ 
ment Board rules for the London fever hospitals. 

The isolation pavilion of the Johns Hopkins’ Hospital 
seems to be so admirably constructed, and the structural 
details so carefully carried out, that the plan would be a 
valuable addition to the present work. In infectious 
hospitals, the position of the administration block to the 
wards would also differ to the plan usually adopted for 
general hospitals. 

Sir Douglas Galton is opposed to the expense which 
some of the costly and palatial hospitals of the present 
day have entailed, and advocates simplicity of design 
and economy in construction as leading conditions to be 
observed in building hospitals for the future. If the rules 
he has so clearly given throughout his work be attended 
to, these important qualities will naturally follow. 

We commend this book not only to the architect and 
sanitarian, but to all interested in hospital work. It is 
eminently practical, and its author must be congratu¬ 
lated on the completion of a work of no ordinary merit 
and one which is a fitting companion volume to his 
“ Healthy Homes.’ 
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OUR BOOK SHELF. 

The Vatilt of Heaven. By Richard A. Gregory, F.R.A.S. 
(London : Methuen and Co., 1893.) 

The aim of this volume of the University Extension 
Series of text-books is to give “an elementary account 
of some of the marvels that have been revealed by the use 
of the telescope and two of its most indispensable adjuncts, 
—the spectroscope and the photographic camera.” 
In the space of about 180 pages the author contrives to 
give an admirable introduction to the study of modern 
physical astronomy, and the whole is set forth in a 
manner calculated to awaken a permanent interest in 
this most fascinating subject. The book is eminently 
readable, and contains none of the mathematical expres¬ 
sions which are so liable to arrest the progress of the 
general reader. Astronomical telescopes, including 
equatorials and meridian instruments, form the subject 
of the first chapter. Then follow two chapters giving an 
excellent account of the sun and of the various methods 
by which our knowledge of that luminary has been gradu¬ 
ally accumulated. The reader is next presented with 
bright and brief pictures of the moon and planets, comets 
and shooting-stars, and of the various bodies which are 
met with as we proceed further outwards into “ boundless 
space.” The “ Chemistry of Stars and Nebulae,” and “ Celes¬ 
tial Photography,” define the scope of the final chapters. 
Many novel illustrations are given to assist the reader 
in comprehending the significance of astronomical data. 
The subject-matter is quite up-to-date, and in matters 
not yet quite clear the author has wisely refrained from 
taking sides in controversies. The historical references 
are fairly complete, and space is found for some most 
interesting extracts and diagrams from Galileo’s “Sidereal 
Messenger,” published in 1610. 

Where all the various parts of the subject are so well 
explained, it is difficult to single out points for special 
mention, but we may say that the author is particularly 
successful in his treatment of celestial photography, 
though we cannot help regretting that more is not said 
about the immense gain to astronomy which has followed 
from the application of photography to the study of the 
spectra of the heavenly bodies. We are glad to see, 
however, that he says (p. 33) with regard to the Car- 
rington-Hodgson observation of 1859, “the statement 
that the outburst was immediately followed by a magnetic 
storm does not appear to be founded on fact. From an 
examination of the magnetic records kept at Kew, it 
appears that at the time of the observation the needles 
were unaffected, and it was not until fifteen hours after 
that a magnetic storm occurred.” 

A word of praise is due to the author for the careful 
preparation and selection of diagrams and photographs, 
all of which are excellently reproduced ; many of them 
make their first appearance in this volume. There are 
a few misprints—as, for instance, on p. 113, where 14 
times 60,000 is given as 84,000; but they are not so 
serious as to be misleading. A classified list of astro¬ 
nomical books for the use of those desiring to extend 
their reading beyond the limits of an introductory text¬ 
book, concludes a volume which is well adapted to 
impart the preliminary knowledge essential for a proper 
understanding and appreciation of the fresh results which 
are constantly being obtained in the various observatories 
throughout the world. 

A J ourney through theYemen, and some General Remarks 
upon that Country. By Walter B. Harris, F.R.G.S. 
(Edinburgh and London : William Blackwood and 
Sons, 1893.) 

The Yemen is an indefinite tract stretching inland from 
the south-western corner of Arabia, and the “general 
remarks ” upon its geography and history are placed first 
in this volume, the personal narrative of the author’s 
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journey, in which alone is there any original information, 
occupying the second place. From Aden Mr. Harris 
started inland and crossed the Turkish frontier under the 
pretence of being a Greek shopkeeper from Port Said. 
In this way he obtained access to the disaffected province 
of Yemen during the progress of a rebellion, reached 
Sanaa, and was naturally imprisoned by the Turkish 
officials there, who refused to recognise his English pass¬ 
port. The author finds fault with the Foreign Office for 
not coming to his rescue, apparently forgetful that he 
wilfully concealed his nationality at the outset, and so 
gave rise to suspicion, and forfeited any privileges to 
which it might entitle him. From Sanaa he was sent 
under escort to Hodeida. The illustrations are interest¬ 
ing as types of the scenery and people of the Yemen, but 
the book has no other claim to scientific notice. 

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR. 

[ The Editor does not hold himself responsible for opinions ex¬ 
pressed by his correspondents. Neither can he undertake 
to return, or to correspond with the writers of rejected 
manuscripts intended for this or any other part 0/Nature. 
No notice is taken of anonymous communications. ] 

The Directorship of the British Institute of Preventive 
Medicine. 

We observe in your issue of the 18th inst. a letter, signed 
by Prof. Roy, respecting the appointment of a “Director” to 
the Institute of Preventive Medicine, and purporting to 
recount what occurred at the meetings of the Council. 

As Prof. Roy has misstated the principal facts, and has with¬ 
held others which are fatal to his allegations, it is possible 
that some of your readers may be misled, and it is there¬ 
fore advisable that the real state of the matter should be 
published. 

(1) The present appointment being one of a purely temporary 
nature (for three years only) and at a nominal salary, is not, as 
Prof. Roy implies, equal to that of Dr. Koch, neither is it to 
that of M. Pasteur, who, by the way, is not, as Prof. Roy 
implies, the Director of the Pasteur Institute. 

(2) The qualifications necessary for the office were fully con¬ 
sidered by the Council, and by committees of the Council, and 
consequently Prof. Roy’s statements to the contrary are not 
correct. 

(3) Prof. Roy’s statement that he initiated the idea of the In¬ 
stitute is not according to the fact. He was entrusted with 
moving the resolution proposing the establishment, at the 
meeting where the matter was first publicly discussed, but the 
founding of the Institute had been in the minds of the members 
of the Mansion House Committee and discussed among them 
long before. 

(4) Prof. Roy implies that he resigned his position as secretary 
to the Council (sic) as a kind of protest against the latter’s 
mode of transacting business. 

This statement is incorrect. In the first place, Prof. Roy was 
one of the secretaries to the Executive Committee, and not to 
the Council. In the second place. Prof. Roy resigned that 
position without making any protest whatever to the committee, 
by whom his resignation was at once and unconditionally 
accepted. 

(5) The subject of the temporary directorship was discussed 
by “gentlemen who are” or have been “directors of labora¬ 
tories.” Prof. Roy implies it was not so discussed by experts. 
The error of this allegation is probably due to the fact that he 
was absent from the Council meeting at which the question was 
first brought up, and that he was not a member of any com¬ 
mittee. It may be noted that Prof. Roy complains of non- 
attendances. On this point his statement may at once be 
conceded so far as he personally is concerned, since in 1893 he 
attended but three meetings. 

(6) The question of appointment of a temporary Director was 
stated on December 13 to be urgent, and the urgency was ad¬ 
mitted by the whole Council with the exception of Prof. 
Roy. Prof. Roy tells your readers that the statement 
“carried no weight with him.” Possibly this may have 
been because he was absent from the previous Council 
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meeting when the point of urgency was fully discussed ; but 
such ignorance, even if admitted to be an excuse, does not 
account for Prof. Roy now withholding the fact that when he 
was present on the 13th ult. the reason of the urgency was fully 
communicated to him. Also, it is not right for him to withhold,, 
as he does, the fact that the acceptance of the report of the 
sub-committee, which was wholly conditioned by that urgency*, 
was agreed to by the Council nem. con. 

(7) Prof. Roy speaks as though the Council strongly 
objected to the resolutions laid before it. He ignores the fact 
that on the 13th it was but two members, including himself, and 
on the 19th only himself, who so objected. 

(8) Prof. Roy suppresses the fact that a special meeting 
of the Council was held on December 19 to re-examine the 
whole question, and to confirm or reject the minutes of the 
meeting of December 13, and that those minutes were 
circulated to every member of the Council, and that the meet¬ 
ings of the 13th and 19th were well attended. He omits to 
mention that he circulated beforehand, and produced at the 
meeting on the 19th, a document which he termed a 
“ protest,* 1 2 3 4 5 6’ and that, as it contained offensive statements 
plainly contrary to fact, the Council declined to proceed 
with the business of the meeting until Prof. Roy withdrew his 
“protest” unconditionally. He also suppresses the fact that 
he did so, and that this preliminary having been executed, 
the minutes of December 13 were then put and confirmed 
nem. con. 

If any of your readers, after this historical statement, con¬ 
sider that Prof. Roy’s letter is justified in any sense, further 
information can be supplied. 

In conclusion, it may perhaps be interesting to note the names 
of those present on December 19. These were, for the ap¬ 
pointment of the temporary Director—Sir Joseph Lister (chair¬ 
man), Sir Henry Roscoe, Sir Joseph Fayrer, Prof. Burdon 
Sanderson, Prof. Michael Foster, Prof. Victor Horsley, Mr. 
Watson Cheyne ; while there was opposed to the appointment 
—Prof. Roy. J. Fayrer, 

Victor Horsley, 
Mover and seconder of the motion for confirmation 

of the minutes of December 13. 

The Origin of Rock Basins. 

In my previous letter I confined myself to one aspect of the 
controversy relative to the origin of rock basins now occupied 
by lakes, as all the other arguments adduced by Dr. Wallace— 
with one exception, of which more hereafter—have already been 
answered, and the case on either side so fully presented that 
each one may draw his own conclusions as to which is right. 
The particular confusion of argument I referred to has not been 
so fully dealt with, and Dr. Wallace’s letter shows that it was 
one which required to be met, for the heading of his letter itself 
shows that he has not fully appreciated the particular point at 
issue, which is the cause of origin of rock basins irrespective of 
whether they are or have ever been occupied by lakes. Leaving 
out of question the opinions of other opponents of the glacial 
erosion theory of the origin of lakes, as this would introduce too* 
large a subject for the correspondence columns of Nature, and 
confining myself to the defence of the views put forth in my 
former letter, I may point out that the preglacial origin of rock 
basins by deformation is by no means the strongest form of the 
alternative explanation; on the contrary, it appears to me to 
be subject to nearly as many objections as the hypothesis of 
glacial erosion of rock basins. If a rock basin is produced by 
deformation in a region where the valleys are not filled by 
glaciers, the ordinary action of the streams will usually be able 
to prevent a lake from being produced by the erosion of the 
barrier, the filling up of the hollow, or both combined. When, 
however, a rock basin is formed by differential movements in a 
glacier filled valley, it would be filled with ice, and so protected 
from sedimentation, and on the retreat of the glacier would at first 
be filled with water, and only gradually filled with solid matter, 
while the stream, having deposited its solid burden in the lake,, 
would be unable to exert any erosive action on the barrier. From 
this it appears that there is a probability that rock basins formed 
beneath the glaciers during their extension in the glacial period 
should remain to the present day as lakes only partially filled up 
by solid debris. 

Seeing then that there is an inherent probability that rock 
basins formed in non-glaciated regions would never become 


